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With his customary incisiveness, W. V. Quine presents logic as the product of two factors, truth and grammar--but argues against
the doctrine that the logical truths are true because of grammar or language. Rather, in presenting a general theory of grammar
and discussing the boundaries and possible extensions of logic, Quine argues that logic is not a mere matter of words.
Much of the knowledge used to design, build, and operate engineered facilities and products is gained by learning from failures. As
catastrophic building failures become ever more costly, this book helps readers understand key issues, from determining the
causes of failure and isolating failed parts to lessening personal liability through proper contracting, planning, and management.
First published in 1968, Jacob Feld's Construction Failure has longbeen considered the classic text on the subject. Retaining all
ofthe key components of Feld's comprehensive exploration of the rootcauses of failure, this Second Edition addresses a multitude
ofimportant industry developments to bring this landmark work up todate for a new generation of engineers, architects,
andstudents. In addition to detailed coverage of current design tools,techniques, materials, and construction methods,
ConstructionFailure, Second Edition features an entire chapter on theburgeoning area of construction litigation, including a
thoroughexamination of alternative dispute resolution techniques. Like theoriginal, this edition discusses technical and procedural
failuresof many different types of structures, but is now supplemented withnew case studies to illustrate the dynamics of failure in
actiontoday. Jacob Feld knew thirty years ago that in order to learn from ourmistakes, we must first acknowledge and understand
them. With thisrevised volume, Kenneth Carper has ensured that Feld'snow-posthumous message will continue to be heard for
years tocome. Jacob Feld's comprehensive work on failure analysis has now beenskillfully amended to address current design and
constructiontools, materials, and practices. Building on the first edition'speerless examination of the causes and lessons of
failure,Construction Failure, Second Edition provides you with expandedcoverage of: * Technical, procedural, structural, and
nonstructural failures * Natural hazards, earthworks, soil and foundation problems, andmore * Reinforced, precast and prestressed
concrete, steel, timber,masonry, and other materials * Responsibility and litigation concerns, dispute avoidance, andalternative
dispute resolution techniques * Construction safety issues * Many different types of structures, including dams andbridges
Construction Failure has as much to teach us today as it did thirtyyears ago. This revised volume is an essential resource for
designengineers, architects, construction managers, lawyers, and studentsin all of these fields.
Contains additional discussion and examples on left truncationas well as material on more general censoring and
truncationpatterns. Introduces the martingale and counting process formulation swillbe in a new chapter. Develops multivariate
failure time data in a separate chapterand extends the material on Markov and semi Markovformulations. Presents new examples
and applications of data analysis.
In 1971, Francis L. Brannigan created Building Construction for the Fire Service, a groundbreaking resource offering the most
comprehensive knowledge of building construction available to fire fighters. With his dedication to fire fighter safety and saving
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lives, the legacy of Frank Brannigan continues with the sixth edition of Brannigan's Building Construction for the Fire Service. The
Sixth Edition meets and exceeds the National Fire Academy's Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) course
objectives and outcomes for the Associate's Core-Level course called Building Construction for Fire Protection (C0275).
Brannigan's Building Construction for the Fire Service, Sixth Edition is an integral resource for fire officers, instructors, those
studying for promotion, individuals taking civil service examinations, fire science students, and both current and prospective fire
fighters. It is part of an integrated teaching and learning system that combines dynamic features and content to support instructors
and to help prepare students for their career in firefighting. This new edition features: Chapter 7 Non-Fire Building Systems (new)
describes several categories of non-fire systems in buildings, including electrical systems, plumbing systems, conveyances,
refrigeration systems, and Ventilation (HVAC) systems, in addition to the hazards the systems pose for fire fighters. New or
expanded content on: Aluminum-clad polyethylene panels Scaffolding Cranes and their use Modular construction using stacked
shipping containers Light-weight wood-frame construction Fire escapes and stair design Cross-laminated timber and heavy timber
construction Methods of protecting steel against fire New "green" materials and methods such as hempcrete and biofilters
Structural wall framing systems with insulated studs Air-supported structures for sporting events Massive single-structure
lightweight wood frame apartment buildings Firefighting recommendations in lightweight wood frame residential buildings Building
construction and its relationship to flow path Historical perspective on fire resistance testing and its shortcomings Roofing material
tests Safety issues of post-fire investigation of significantly damaged/collapsed buildings Scenario-Based Learning. Case Studies
are found at the beginning and end of each chapter to encourage and foster critical-thinking skills. Tactical Considerations. This
feature offers suggestions for firefighting, safety concerns, and related additional material for application on the fireground. WrapUp. Chapter Summaries, Key Terms, Challenging Questions, and Suggesting Readings promote comprehension and mastery of
course objectives and outcomes.
Heart Failure, Second Edition has been updated to provide the latest advancements in heart failure research. Supplemented by
more than 200 high-quality figures and illustrations, the book helps cardiologists and emergency care physicians quickly and
accurately identify the cause and severity of a patient’s cardiac impairment. New topics in this edition include: Developments in
mechanical and pharmacologic treatments Discoveries in developmental biology Up-and-coming imaging modalities Surgical
options for mechanical circulatory support and cardiac transplantation Pharmacogenomics and gene-based and cell-based
therapies Gene expression/recurrence in heart failure Changes in metabolic substrate utilization and pathways
This report contains 27 papers that serve as a testament to the state-of-the-art of civil engineering at the outset of the 21st century,
as well as to commemorate the ASCE's Sesquicentennial. Written by the leading practitioners, educators, and researchers of civil
engineering, each of these peer-reviewed papers explores a particular aspect of civil engineering knowledge and practice. Each
paper explores the development of a particular civil engineering specialty, including milestones and future barriers, constraints,
and opportunities. The papers celebrate the history, heritage, and accomplishments of the profession in all facets of practice,
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including construction facilities, special structures, engineering mechanics, surveying and mapping, irrigation and water quality,
forensics, computing, materials, geotechnical engineering, hydraulic engineering, and transportation engineering. While each
paper is unique, collectively they provide a snapshot of the profession while offering thoughtful predictions of likely developments
in the years to come. Together the papers illuminate the mounting complexity facing civil engineering stemming from rapid growth
in scientific knowledge, technological development, and human populations, especially in the last 50 years. An overarching theme
is the need for systems-level approaches and consideration from undergraduate education through advanced engineering
materials, processes, technologies, and design methods and tools. These papers speak to the need for civil engineers of all
specialties to recognize and embrace the growing interconnectedness of the global infrastructure, economy, society, and the need
to work for more sustainable, life-cycle-oriented solutions. While embracing the past and the present, the papers collected here
clearly have an eye on the future needs of ASCE and the civil engineering profession.
Geotechnical Engineering of Dams, 2nd edition provides a comprehensive text on the geotechnical and geological aspects of the
investigations for and the design and construction of new dams and the review and assessment of existing dams. The main
emphasis of this work is on embankment dams, but much of the text, particularly those parts related to geology, can be used for
concrete gravity and arch dams. All phases of investigation, design and construction are covered. Detailed descriptions are given
from the initial site assessment and site investigation program through to the preliminary and detailed design phases and,
ultimately, the construction phase. The assessment of existing dams, including the analysis of risks posed by those dams, is also
discussed. This wholly revised and significantly expanded 2nd edition includes a lengthy new appendix on the assessment of the
likelihood of failure of dams by internal erosion and piping. This valuable source on dam engineering incorporates the 200+ years
of collective experience of the authors in the subject area. Design methods are presented in combination with their theoretical
basis, to enable the reader to develop a proper understanding of the possibilities and limitations of a method. For its practical, wellfounded approach, this work can serve as a useful guide for professional dam engineers and engineering geologists and as a
textbook for university students.
Component failures result from a combination of factors involving materials science, mechanics, thermodynamics, corrosion, and tribology.
With the right guidance, you don’t have to be an authority in all of these areas to become skilled at diagnosing and preventing failures. Based
on the author’s more than thirty years of experience, Practical Plant Failure Analysis: A Guide to Understanding Machinery Deterioration and
Improving Equipment Reliability is a down-to-earth guide to improving machinery maintenance and reliability. Illustrated with hundreds of
diagrams and photographs, this book examines... · When and how to conduct a physical failure analysis · Basic material properties including
heat treating mechanisms, work hardening, and the effects of temperature changes on material properties · The differences in appearance
between ductile overload, brittle overload, and fatigue failures · High cycle fatigue and how to differentiate between high stress concentrations
and high operating stresses · Low cycle fatigue and unusual fatigue situations · Lubrication and its influence on the three basic bearing
designs · Ball and roller bearings, gears, fasteners, V-belts, and synchronous belts Taking a detailed and systematic approach, Practical
Plant Failure Analysis thoroughly explains the four major failure mechanisms—wear, corrosion, overload, and fatigue—as well as how to
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identify them. The author clearly identifies how these mechanisms appear in various components and supplies convenient charts that
demonstrate how to identify the specific causes of failure.
The second edition of Construction Technology: Analysis and Choice has been expanded to include commercial buildings. This now covers,
in a single textbook, all the basic forms of construction studied on professional courses. The book takes as its theme the process of choice:
what the expert has to know and how he/she might think through the decisions to be made about the design, production, maintenance and
disposal of buildings. It is written with the conviction that by focusing on the process of choice, the range of theory and knowledge that is
useful to practice becomes explicit, making the link between knowledge and practice, and between understanding and experience. The new
edition has been updated throughout with extensive additions to Chapter13: Manufacture and Assembly and to Chapter 15: Sustainability. An
entire new section has been added, covering all the main elements of commercial construction. Students will find here explanations of how
environments, structural behaviour, production know-how, cost and social concerns such as sustainability can be taken into account in the
choice of construction. They will also gain a clear understanding of the construction details and specifications adopted for both housing and
commercial buildings in the UK at the beginning of the 21st century. Provides a framework to think through proposed solutions Sets the
choice of solution in both time and place, and in the context of sustainability Focuses on key questions: will the proposal fail; and can it be
built? Considers a building’s response to loading, environmental conditions and time Looks at the production process as manufacture and
assembly Book website at www.wiley.com/go/bryanconstructiontech2e Contains nearly 200 fully referenced, clear line drawings to download
for free, as well as suggested learning activities for lecturers to incorporate into their teaching programmes.
This book "takes a close look at misused and misapplied basic analysis methods and shows how some of the most popular "risk
management" methods are no better than astrology! Using examples from the 2008 credit crisis, natural disasters, outsourcing to China,
engineering disasters, and more, Hubbard reveals critical flaws in risk management methods–and shows how all of these problems can be
fixed. The solutions involve combinations of scientifically proven and frequently used methods from nuclear power, exploratory oil, and other
areas of business and government. Finally, Hubbard explains how new forms of collaboration across all industries and government can
improve risk management in every field." - product description.
This book introduces the latest construction practices and processes for tall buildings from foundation to roof. It attempts to acquaint readers
with the methods, materials, equipment and systems used for the construction of tall buildings.The text progresses through the stages of site
investigation, excavation and foundations, basement construction, structural systems for the superstructure, site and material handling, wall
and floor construction, cladding and roof construction. The construction sequence, merits and limitations of the various proprietary systems
commonly used in these respective stages are discussed. This fourth edition also includes several new topics not covered in the previous
edition.The target readers are practitioners and students in the related professions including architecture, engineering, building, real estate,
construction, project and facilities management, and quantity and land surveying.
This proceedings volume contains over 300 papers on rock mechanics and engineering with contributors from all over Asia and many other
parts of the world. Seven keynote papers summarize the state-of-the-art in rock engineering including topics such as underground rock
caverns. The technical papers cover a wide range of rock mechanics and engineering topics: rock tunnels, caverns, mining, rock slopes and
dams, rock blasting, rock burst and failure, rock properties, rock mass, rock joints, and block theory. Numerous valuable rock engineering
case studies are also reported. This volume should serve as a useful reference for the engineers and researchers in rock mechanics and rock
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engineering. Sample Chapter(s). Chapter 1: Forensic Engineering for Underground Construction (244 KB). Contents: Tunnelling; Rock
Caverns; Mining; Blasting and Dynamics; Support and Reinforcement; Rock Mass; Rock Properties; Discontinuities; Block Theory and DDA;
Failure, Fracture and Burst; Dams and Slopes; Other Applications. Readership: Graduate students, academics and researchers in civil
engineering and engineering mechanics.
When bridges fail, often with loss of human life, those involved may be unwilling to speak openly about the cause. Yet it is possible to learn
from mistakes. The lessons gained lead to greater safety and are a source of innovation. This book contains a systematic, unprecedented
overview of more than 400 bridge failures assigned to the time of their occurrence in the bridges' life cycle and to the releasing events.
Primary causes are identified. Many of the cases investigated are published here for the first time and previous interpretations are shown to
be incomplete or incorrect. A catalogue of rules that can help to avoid future mistakes in design analysis, planning and erection is included. A
lifetime's work brilliantly compiled and courageously presented - a wealth of knowledge and experience for every structural engineer.
1. General collapse information 2. Terms of construction and building design 3. Building construction: firefighting problems and structural
hazards 4. Masonry wall collapse 5. Collapse dangers of parapet walls 6. Wood floor collapse 7. Sloping peak roof collapse 8. Timber truss
roof collapse 9. Flat roof collapse 10. Lightweight steel roof and floor collapse 11. Lightweight wood truss collapse 12. Ceiling collapse 13.
Stairway collapse 14. Fire escape dangers 15. Wood-frame building collapse 16. Collapse hazards of buildings under construction 17.
Collapse caused by master stream operations 18. Search-and-rescue at a building collapse 19. Safety precautions prior to collapse 20. Why
the World Trade Center Towers collapsed 21. High-rise building collapse 22. Post-fire analysis 23. Early floor collapse EPILOGUE: Are
architects, engineers, and code-writing officials friends of the firefighters?
The Most Complete and Up-to-Date Resource on Forensic Structural Engineering Thoroughly revised and featuring contributions from
leading experts, this definitive handbook offers comprehensive treatment of forensic structural engineering and expert witness delivery. From
exploring the possible origins of errors, through investigating and analyzing failures, to working with the legal profession for assigning
responsibilities, Forensic Structural Engineering Handbook, Second Edition covers every important topic in the field. The design and
construction process Design and construction safety codes, standards, and regulations Standard of care and duty to perform First steps and
legal concerns after a failure Engineering investigation of failures Origins and causes of failures Loads and hazards Design errors,
construction defects, and project miscommunication Defects, deterioration, and durability Mechanisms and analyses of failures in steel,
concrete, masonry, timber, and temporary structures; building envelope; and structural foundations Litigation and dispute resolution The
expert consultant and witness

The latest in bridge design and analysis—revised to reflect the eighth edition of the AASHTO LRFD specifications Design
of Highway Bridges: An LRFD Approach, 4th Edition, offers up-to-date coverage of engineering fundamentals for the
design of short- and medium-span bridges. Fully updated to incorporate the 8th Edition of the AASHTO Load and
Resistance Factor Design Specifications, this invaluable resource offers civil engineering students and practitioners a a
comprehensive introduction to the latest construction methods and materials in bridge design, including Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC), ultra high-performance concrete (UHPC), and Practical 3D Rigorous Analysis. This updated
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Fourth Edition offers: Dozens of end-of-chapter worked problems and design examples based on the latest AASHTO
LRFD Specifications. Access to a Solutions Manual and multiple bridge plans including cast-in-place, precast concrete,
and steel multi-span available on the Instructor’s companion website From gaining base knowledge of the AASHTO
LRFD specifications to detailed guidance on highway bridge design, Design of Highway Bridges is the one-stop reference
for civil engineering students and a key study resource for those seeking engineering licensure through the Principles
and Practice of Engineering (PE) exam.
In recent years building failures and the resulting lawsuits and awards for damages have frequently been in the news.
The biggest headlines may have been reserved for structural failures and complete collapses, but we should not forget
the less newsworthy failures such as leaky roofs, damp walls, dropped foundations and rotted timber. This book gives
practical guidance on the prevention of failure by describing the nature and cause of the most common defects in
buildings, and then shows how they should be avoided in design and construction.
This Second Edition focuses on the commercial issues of contracting, covering the lifespan of a contract in four stages:
inception of need, bid and award, administration, termination. Written from the owners' perspective, it is appropriate for
construction managers and contract administrators. New material includes the effects of the computer on construction
management practices, the risks and rewards of cross-border contracts and the role of the lawyer.
Sponsored by Committee 9A/10 of the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat of the Structural Engineering Institute
of ASCE. This report uses an international perspective to look at structural safety problems from basic concept to design
and construction. The report examines the overall concept of safety, including how to ensure safety and can assist
engineers in explaining safety concepts to a client or the public. Topics include: Øsafety concepts, Ørole of regulation
and standards, Øload modeling, Øreliability analysis, Øreliability-based design, Ødurability in structural safety
assessment, Øsoils and foundations, Øassessment of existing structures, Øquality management of structural design,
Øquality management in construction, and Øhuman error. Practicing structural engineers and students in the field of
structural engineering will find this report useful.
Building defects still continue to plague the construction industry. The lessons learned over the last forty years have not
been fully applied. Many new or refurbished buildings still leak or crack. Lack of awareness by designers and installers as
to the main mechanisms that trigger such failures remains a problem for the industry. Investigating and rectifying building
failures form a major part of building surveyors’ bread and butter work. This book provides guidance on this work for
typical residential, commercial and industrial buildings – with advice on how to diagnose a wide range of defects with an
emphasis on evidence based practice throughout. It considers both modern and older construction methods, together
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with new and traditional materials. The particular problems of alteration and renovation work are also discussed. The first
four chapters provide information and guidance on the methodology for investigating failures – how to prepare for and
conduct an investigation into a building defect and subsequently diagnose its cause in a logical manner. This fourth
edition has been updated and expanded to cover the latest diagnostic procedures and research. It also includes
Appendices and a new Bibliography, and provides an extensive list of books on building pathology and related topics in
the UK and North America. It is essential reading for all students and practitioners interested in building surveying and
building conservation.
This comprehensive treatment of the subject assesses the performance characteristics needed for application plus the
preformance properties of generic sealants. Illustrated with 100 photos as well as diagrams which explain fundamentals
and outline methods to insure the use of appropriate procedures.
A professional reference designed to assist surveyors, engineers, architects and contractors in diagnosing existing
problems and avoiding them in new buildings. Fully revised and updated, this edition, in new clearer format, covers
developments in building defects, and problems such as sick building syndrome. Well liked for its mixture of theory and
practice the new edition will complement Hinks and Cook's student textbook on defects at the practitioner level.
This edition of Forensic Engineering updates the original work with new case studies and investigative techniques.
Contributors to the book are the foremost authorities in each area of specialization. These specialty areas include fire
investigation, industrial accidents, product liability, traffic accidents, civil engineering and transportation disasters, and
environmental systems failures. Each chapter includes discussions of guidelines, techniques, methods, and tools
employed in accident investigation and analysis. In addition, the book contains vital information on forensic
photogrammetry, the planning and writing of reports, and the presentation of evidence as an expert witness in traditional
litigation. The book also analyzes the role of the forensic engineer in the evolving methods of alternate dispute resolution.
Overall, Forensic Engineering is a tremendously valuable reference for forensic experts practicing in all engineering
fields, as well as design and construction professionals, attorneys, product manufacturers, and insurance professionals. It
is also as an excellent supplemental text for engineering and law students.
This book introduces the latest construction practices and processes for tall buildings from foundation to roof. It attempts to
acquaint readers with the methods, materials, equipment and systems used for the construction of tall buildings. The text
progresses through the stages of site investigation, excavation and foundations, basement construction, structural systems for the
superstructure, site and material handling, wall and floor construction, cladding and roof construction. The construction sequence,
merits and limitations of the various proprietary systems commonly used in these respective stages are discussed. This third
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edition also includes several new topics not covered in the previous edition.
This book outlines the fundamental steps that will assist forensic engineers in tailoring their forensic investigations of failures and
performance problems associated with structures and building systems.
The primary purpose of this handbook is to make available to general contractors, consulting engineers, construction managers,
specialty contractors, and subcontractors, as well as to professors and students in Universities and technical institutes which offer
courses on the subject, the fundamentals of construction management together with the most workable types of organization, and
the necessary capabilities they must include to reasonably ensure success and minimize the possibility of failure in this most
hazardous profession. The second and equally important purpose is to furnish equipment manufacturers, dealers, material
suppliers, bankers, surety bondsmen, and others, who traditionally rely on financial statements and general reputation, something
more concrete to look for-the type of management and organization, and its scope and capability-in deciding how far to go along
with contractors with whom they deal or wish to deal. This, the second edition of the Handbook, is an updated version of the work
published in 1973. The book covers very many subjects which are part of construction. The greatest care was exercised in
consideration of their practical aspects based on the theory and practice of construction management and its structure, and the
functions of the various departments, both in the field and central offices, that make up construction organization. Leading
specialists in their particular fields were selected to write chapters on the vital segments making up the structure of construction
management and organization. These fields include construction contracts and conditions, job organization by general types of
projects, equipment maintenance and preventive maintenance and overhaul, engineering and estimating, scheduling and controls,
data processing and the use of computer equipment in engineering and accounting techniques, office administration, corporate
and cost accounting, payroll, employment and labor relations, safety, public relations, legal and contractural problems, banking
and finance, taxes, surety bonding, insurance, pension and retirement problems and others.
As the initial book in the Feminist Constructions series, Feminists Doing Ethics broaches the ideas of critiquing social practice and
developing an ethics of universal justness. The essays collected within explore the intricacies and impact of reasoned moral
action, the virtues of character, and the empowering responsibility that comes with morality. These and other essays were taken
from Feminist Ethics Revisited: An International Conference on Feminist Ethics held in October of 1999. Waugh and DesAutels
bring to light in these pages work discussed at this conference that extends our understanding of morality and ourselves. Visit our
website for sample chapters!
The comprehensive guide to construction tolerances, newly revised and updated How much may a steel frame be out of plumb?
What are the expected variations of a precast concrete panel? What is required to successfully detail finish materials on masonry?
Updating and expanding on its popular first edition, the Handbook of Construction Tolerances, Second Edition remains the only
comprehensive reference to the thousands of industry standard tolerances for the manufacture, fabrication, and installation of
construction materials and components-- including all-important accumulated dimensional variations. Covering new materials and
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techniques developed since the book was first published, the Second Edition of this easy-to-use reference features: * More than
100 drawings illustrating the tolerance concepts * New sections on measuring compliance with tolerance standards; right-of-way
construction; autoclaved aerated concrete; tilt-up concrete panels; interior stone wall cladding; structural insulated panels;
decorative architectural glass; laminated architectural flat glass and bent glass * New guidelines on how to incorporate tolerance
requirements in drawings and specifications * New information on how to apply tolerance information during contract
administration With the Handbook, architects, engineers, contractors, interior designers, lawyers, and others involved in the
construction industry will be armed with the information they need to design and detail more accurately, write better specifications,
establish normal practice and standards of care, supervise construction, settle worksite disputes, and save time and money at
every stage of building.
Objective of conference is to define knowledge and technologies needed to design and develop project processes and to produce
high-quality, competitive, environment- and consumer-friendly structures and constructed facilities. This goal is clearly related to
the development and (re)-use of quality materials, to excellence in construction management and to reliable measurement and
testing methods.
Significantly updated with revisions to nearly all 200-plus details, this second edition of Architect's Handbook of Construction
Detailing provides architects, engineers, interior designers, contractors, and other building professionals with all of the common
construction details, materials information, and detailing concepts used throughout the industry. The information can be used as is
or modified to fit individual project designs. Each of book's seven sections -- formatted to follow the new six-digit CSI
MasterFormat system -- contains details and related information, including descriptions, detailing considerations, material
requirements, installation requirements, tolerance coordination, and likely failure points. Additionally, SI (metric) equivalents have
been added to all dimensions.
Takes readers on a journey through the history of architectural and structural disasters, from the Parthenon to the Tower of Pisa to
the Tacoma Narrows Bridge
Widely considered one of the best practical guides to programming, Steve McConnell’s original CODE COMPLETE has been helping
developers write better software for more than a decade. Now this classic book has been fully updated and revised with leading-edge
practices—and hundreds of new code samples—illustrating the art and science of software construction. Capturing the body of knowledge
available from research, academia, and everyday commercial practice, McConnell synthesizes the most effective techniques and must-know
principles into clear, pragmatic guidance. No matter what your experience level, development environment, or project size, this book will
inform and stimulate your thinking—and help you build the highest quality code. Discover the timeless techniques and strategies that help you:
Design for minimum complexity and maximum creativity Reap the benefits of collaborative development Apply defensive programming
techniques to reduce and flush out errors Exploit opportunities to refactor—or evolve—code, and do it safely Use construction practices that are
right-weight for your project Debug problems quickly and effectively Resolve critical construction issues early and correctly Build quality into
the beginning, middle, and end of your project
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Written by highly respected forensic scientists and legal practitioners, Forensic Science: An Introduction to Scientific and Investigative
Techniques, Second Edition covers the latest theories and practices in areas such as DNA testing, toxicology, chemistry of explosives and
arson, and vehicle accident reconstruction. This second edition offers a cutting-edge presentation of criminalistics and related laboratory
subjects, including many exciting new features. What's New in the Second Edition New chapter on forensic entomology New chapter on
forensic nursing Simplified DNA chapter More coverage of the chemistry of explosives and ignitable liquids Additional information on crime
reconstruction Revised to include more investigation in computer forensics Complete revisions of engineering chapters New appendices
showing basic principles of physics, math, and chemistry in forensic science More questions and answers in the Instructor's Guide Updated
references and cases throughout An extensive glossary of terms
Chief Dunn—the recipient of FDNY's Lifetime Achievement Award—has updated his classic book on how to identify and survive hazards on the
fireground. Dunn attempts to reduce firefighter deaths and injuries year after year by describing the 15 most dangerous tactics and the 13
most recurring fire and explosion environmental dangers, ranked by degree of danger and frequency of occurrence. This indispensable book
will help keep every first responder, firefighter, and fire officer out of harm’s way. It is a must-read and reread for every firefighter who
responds to fires and emergencies, every company officer who commands a fire company, and every incident commander or safety officer
who is responsible for the safety of firefighters on the fireground. NEW TO THIS EDITION • Examination of “aggressive interior firefighting
attack” and “nonaggressive attack” • Discussion of risk intensity and risk frequency at the fireground • Visual representation and discussion
of the NIST five-stage time/temperature fire growth curve showing temperatures before and after firefighter venting • Coverage of the
Columbia University Capstone Project: FDNY Property Saved Indicator, with a formula to quickly calculate the dollar amount of property
saved at a structure fire • Updated statistics, graphs, and charts
* Reflects recent changes in the model building codes and in the MBMA (Metal Building Manual Association) manual * New review questions
after each chapter * Revised data on insulation necessary to meet the new energy codes * New material on renovations of primary frames,
secondary members, roofing, and walls
Handbook of Green Building Design and Construction: LEED, BREEAM, and Green Globes, Second Edition directly addresses the needs of
building professionals interested in the evolving principles, strategies, and concepts of green/sustainable design. Written in an easy to
understand style, the book is updated to reflect new standards to LEED. In addition, readers will find sections that cover the new standards to
BREEAM that involve new construction Infrastructure, data centers, warehouses, and existing buildings. Provides vital information and
penetrating insights into three of the top Green Building Codes and Standards applied Internationally Includes the latest updates for
complying with LEED v4 Practices and BREEAM Presents case studies that draws on over 35 years of personal experience from across the
world
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